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Speaking about this 

initiative, Afriyie said: “It’s 

great to see a local business 

actively engaged in helping 

people to reduce their 

energy bills and emissions 

using a renewable energy 

source. Consumers are 

increasingly conscious of 

both their carbon footprint 

and the value for money 

they get, so it makes sense to 

find innovative ways to save 

energy that cuts both 

emissions and expenses.”
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John Davidson’s Sunningdale-based company, Eco Energi, specialises in thermal 

upgrades for residential and commercial properties, making them more 

comfortable to live and work in, while lowering energy bills and emissions. Adam 

Afriyie, MP for Windsor, Ascot and Sunningdale visited Eco-energi’s office to hear 

about the company’s new initiative to help cut electricity bills for decades using 

solar power. 

 

Generating your own electricity using solar panels isn’t new, but Eco-energi is 

promoting the use of solar panels and a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 

for any and every commercial property owner of a large roof (140m  or 

larger).Typically, three parties are involved in a PPA, one finances and installs 

the solar panels (at no cost to the owner of the property), another (the owner) 

grants permission for the installation and the third (the building’s tenant or 

tenants) buys the electricity generated at a much lower price. That price will 

be cheaper than the existing energy provider’s, where 7-10% increases are 

not uncommon, and capped by the rate of inflation, which the energy 

provider’s prices aren’t. This could save an organisation tens of thousands of 

pounds every year, while providing the finance team with the ability to 

forecast electricity costs over the long term. With Eco-energi the Agreement 

is usually over a 25-year period.

 

Like solar panels, PPAs aren’t new either, but haven’t captured the imagination 

despite their undeniable benefits, and Davidson is determined to change that 

mindset and felt the best way forward was to talk to Adam Afriyie, his local MP.

As a Green Deal Assessor, provider and installer, the team at Eco-energi has years of experience in funding, managing and 

delivering commercial thermal schemes and provides a complete end-to-end service. With no upfront costs or ongoing service 

fees involved, there’s no payback period to take into consideration, which means savings start immediately and the cost of 

lowering your carbon footprint is zero.

Here’s how you can cut your electricity bill to around 35%:

Electricity from mainstream suppliers has on average increased by 7-10% year-on-year

A £30K electricity bill in 2018 could increase to £168k by 2043 (25 years)

A PPA with solar PV is projected to increase by 2-4% year-on year; a £30K bill could increase to only £62K by 2043 (25 years)

A PPA makes immediate savings and is also is a long term solution.

If you think a Solar PPA will help your business, just call the Eco-energi team on 01344 876 672 for advice, or visit www.eco-energi.com
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